
41- final -s 

and soft c and 

g

42- more 

words with 

g

43- /k/ 

spelled ck, -

ic, -x

44- /qw/ and 

/k/ spelled qu

45- words 

with silent 

consonants

46- words 

with gh and 

ph

47- prefixes 

re-, un-

actress argue attack banquet answer caught recopy

address catalog buckle conquer assignment cough recycle

arrange dialog complex critique bought dolphin refill

challenge fatigue electric equator brought elephant refinish

compass gauge fabric equipment campaign fought remodel

courage guard hammock frequent doorknob height reptile

distance guest index inquire fasten homophone rescue

express guidance jacket liquid glisten laughter retake

fidget guide metric mosquito gnarl naughty retrace

gadget guilty nickel quadrant honor nephew return

garbage guitar perplex qualify khaki paragraph review

luggage iceberg pickle quality kneepad phantom rewrite

manage intrigue picnic queasy knockout phonics unbeaten

message language plastic quizzes knowledge photocopy unbutton

office league pocket quotation listen photograph uncle

package penguin quick racquet resign physics unequal

police plague racetrack request rhyme rough uneven

possess shrug rocket sequel rhythm taught unfair

practice strong shoebox sequence soften telephone unhappy

princess vague specific squirming sword tough unkind

science zigzag stomach squirrel though trophy unpack

sentence struck technique thought unselfish

surgeon ticket wreckage unwrap

village topic wrestle

traffic

unlock



48- prefixes 

dis-, mis-, 

pre-

49- prefixes ex-

, non-, in-, fore-

50- 

prefixes 

uni-, bi-, tri-

, and other 

numbers

51- 

suffixes -y, -

ly, -ily

52- 

comparatives -

er, -est

53- suffixes -ness, -

ful, -less

disable exclude bilingual angrily calmer awareness

disappear expand bisect breezy calmest colorful

dishonest explode biweekly busily closer dreadful

dislike explore octagon chilly closest faithful

disloyal express October clearly cooler fearful

disobey extend octopus cloudy coolest fearless

displace extra pentagon daily crazier goodness

distant forearm triangle dimly craziest gratefulness

misbehave forehead trilogy easily dirtier happiness

miscount foremost trio foggy dirtiest harmless

misjudge foresee triple lazily easier helplessness

mismatch foreshadow triplet loudly easiest hopeless

misplace income tripod merrily fewer illness

mister incorrect unicorn misty fewest kindness

mistreat indecent uniform noisily funnier painful

mistrust indoor union quickly funniest peacefulness

precaution inhuman unique quietly hotter penniless

precious insight unison rainy hottest plentiful

prefix nonfat unity roughly lazier restless

preheat nonfiction universe sleepily laziest thankfulness

premature nonprofit smoothly prettier thoughtfulness

preteen nonskid snowy prettiest truthfulness

pretest nonstop stormy weaker weakness

preview windy weakest worthless



54- 

homophones

55- 

homographs

allowed conduct

aloud conduct

board contract

bored contract

cellar desert

chews desert

choose export

desert export

dessert object

flour object

flower permit

higher permit

hire produce

marry produce

merry rebel

principal rebel

principle record

seller record

their reject

there reject

vary subject

very subject

weather

whether


